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　　Abstract　　This paper addresses the analysis of a novel parallel robot w ith 2 t ranslat ional degrees of freedom (DOFs).The robot
can position a rigid body in a plane w ith constant orientation.The kinem atic st ructure of the robot is fi rst described in detail.Some kine-

matic problems , such as the inverse and forw ard kinematics , velocity , and singulari ty are then analyzed.The w orking and assembly modes
are discussed.Since it is the most importan t index to design a robot , the w ork space of the robot is studied systematically in thi s paper.

Based on the analysis of reachable w orkspace and singularity , a kind of workspace concept characterizing the region that the end-effector of
the robot can reach in practice is defined.T he results of this paper w ill be very useful for the design and application of the robot.

　　Keywords:　paral lel robot , degree of freedom , kinematics, workspace.

　　The conceptual design of parallel robots can be

dated back to the time when Gough established the

basic principles of a device wi th a closed-loop kine-
matic structure that can generate specified position

and orientation of a moving plat form so as to test tire

w ear and tear.Based on this principle , Stew art de-
signed a platform used as an aircraf t simulator in

1965
[ 1]
.In 1978 , Hunt

[ 2]
made a systematic study of

robo ts w ith parallel kinematics , in w hich the spatial

3-RPS (R-revolute joint , P-prismatic joint , and S-
spherical joint)parallel robot is a typical one.Since
then , parallel robots have been studied ex tensively by

numerous researchers.

The parallel robots with 6 DOFs possess the ad-
vantages of high stiffness , low inertia , and large pay-
load capacity .However , they suffer the problems of

relatively small useful w orkspace and design dif ficul-

ties
[ 3]
.Their direct kinematics possess a very difficult

problem.The same problem of parallel robo ts with 2

and 3 DOFs can be described in a closed form
[ 4]
.As

is w ell know n , there are three kinds of singularities in
parallel robots.Generally , not all singularities of a 6-
DOF parallel robo t can be found easily .Fo r a parallel
robo t w ith 2 or 3 DOFs , the singularities can alw ays

be identified readily.For such reasons , parallel robots
w ith less than 6 DOFs , especially 2 and 3 DOFs ,

have increasingly att racted mo re and more re-

searchers' at tent ion with respect to indust rial applica-

tions
[ 5—7]

.In these designs , parallel robots w ith

three translational DOFs have been playing important

roles in the indust rial applications.For example , the
design of the DELTA robot is covered by a family of

36 patents[ 8] .Tsai' s robot
[ 5]
, in w hich each of the

three legs consists of a parallelogram , is the f irst de-
sign to solve the problem of UU chain.Such parallel

robots have w ide applications in the indust rial w orld ,
e.g., pick-and-place application , parallel kinematic

machines , and medical devices.

The most famous planar 2-DOF parallel robots

are the well-known five-bar mechanism with prismat-
ic actuators o r revolute actuato rs.In the case of the

robot w ith revolute actuators , the mechanism consists

of five revolute pairs and the two joints fixed to the

base are actuated , while in the case of the robot w ith

prismatic actuators , the mechanism consists of three

revolute pairs and two prismatic joints , in w hich the

prismatic joints are usually actuated.The output of

the robot is the t ranslational mo tion of a point on the

end-ef fector.This means the o rientation of the end-
ef fecto r is also changed at any moment.According ly ,
some versions of the 2-DOF translational parallel

robot(TPR)have been disclosed.One of them has



been applied in precise pick & place operations at

high speed at SFB in Germany
[ 9]
.In 2001 , another

2-DOF TPR has been proposed for the conceptual de-

sign of a 5-ax is machine tool
[ 4]
.The structure , kine-

matics and dynamics of the TPR were discussed in de-

tail
[ 7]
.Recent ly , a 2-DOF TPR w ith revolute actua-

tors w as int roduced
[ 10 ,11]

.The TPR presented in

Ref.[ 4] has been used in the design of a planer ma-
chine tool wi th a gantry st ructure instead of a t radi-
tional one w ith serial chains to improve i ts stiffness

and inertia characteristics.However , all of these

TPRs consist of at least of one parallelog ram , which
increases the difficulty of manufacturing and af fects

the accuracy .

This paper introduces a novel planar t ranslational

parallel robot w ith simple kinematic st ructure.The
robo t can position an objective w ith constant orienta-
tion.Some kinematic problems , such as inverse and

forward kinematics , workspace and singularity are

discussed.

1　Description of the 2-DOF TPR and its

topological architectures

1.1　Architecture description

The novel 2-DOF translational parallel robot and

i ts schematic are show n in Fig.1.The end-ef fecto r
of the robot is connected to the base by tw o kinematic

legs 1 and 2.Leg 1 consists of three revolute joints

and leg 2 tw o revolute joints and one cylinder joint ,
o r three revolute joints and one prismat ic joint.In
each leg , the revolute joints are parallel to each other.
The axes of the revolute joints in leg 1 are normal to

those of the joints in leg 2.The tw o joints at tached to
the end-effector are put in the adjacent sides of a

square.The kinematic chain of the robot is denoted

as RRR-RRC (C-cylinder joint)or RRR-RRRP .One
may see that , if the P joint is fixed , the robo t is actu-
ally the famous Sarrus mechanism

[ 12]
.

As introduced previously , other TPRs have at

least one parallelogram in their structures.The TPR

proposed here has no parallelogram .This makes the

manufacturing easier.However , compared w ith the

TPRs presented in Refs.[ 9 , 10] , the TPR studied

here has some disadvantages.For example , the per-
formance of the new TPR is not symmetric in its

w orkspace.Additionally , the new TPR is likely to

need mo re occupying space.

Fig.1.　The 2-DOF translat ional parallel robot.(a) the CAD

model;(b)the schemat ic.

1.2　Capability

Here , an expression like λj =( x , y , z ; x ,  y ,  z)
is used to describe the capabili ty of an object j.In
λj , Tr j=( x , y , z)and Roj=( x ,  y ,  z)express the

t ranslation and rotation of the object , respect ively .If
an element in λj is equal to 0 , there is no such a

t ranslation o r ro tation.If it is equal to 1 , there is the
capability .For example ,  x =0 means that the object

has no translation along the x-axis; y =1 indicates

that the object can rotate about the y-axis.

Observing only leg 1 , the capability of the end-
ef fecto r in the leg can be expressed as λ1 =(1 , 1 ,0;
0 ,0 ,1).Lett ing leg 1 alone , the capabili ty of the

end-effector w ith leg 2 can be w rit ten as λ2 =(1 ,1 ,
1;1 ,0 , 0).Then , the intersection of λ1 and λ2 is λ,
i.e.,

λ=λ1 ∩ λ1 =(1 ,1 ,0;0 , 0 ,1)

∩ (1 ,1 ,1;1 ,0 ,0)=(1 ,1 , 0;0 , 0 ,0) (1)
which describes the capability of the robot , i.e., the
t ranslations of the end-effector along the x and y ax-
es.This means the end-ef fector has two purely trans-
lational deg rees of freedom with respect to the base.
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It is noteworthy that the capability analysis method

used above canno t be applied to all parallel robots.

2　Kinematics analysis

2.1　Inverse kinematics

As illust rated in Fig.1(b), a reference f rame

R:O-xy is f ixed to the base at the joint point A 1 and

a moving reference f rameR′:O′-x′y′is at tached to

the end-ef fector , where O′is the reference point on

the end-effecto r.Vectors piR(i=1 ,2)are def ined as

the posit ion vectors of points P i in the f rameR, and
vectors biR(i=1 ,2)as the position vectors of points

B i in f rameR.The geometric parameters of the robot
are A 1B 1 = R 1(r1), B1P1 =R 2(r2), PP i =

R 3(r3), A 2B 2=L 1(l1), B2P2 =L 2(l 2), and the

distance f rom point A 1 to the guideway is L 3(l 3),

where Rn and L n(n =1 , 2 , 3)are dimensional pa-
rameters , and rn and ln non-dimensional parameters.
The position of point O′in the fixed f rame Ris de-
noted as vector

cR=(x , y)
T

(2)

　　The vectors of b1Rin the fixed f rame Rcan be

w rit ten as

b1R=(R 1cosθ, R 1sinθ)
T

(3)

where θis the actuated input for leg 1.Vector p1Rin

the fixed f rameRcan be w ri tten as

p1R=(-R 3 ,0)
T
+cR=(x -R 3 , y)

T (4)

　　The inverse kinematics problem of leg 1 can be

solved by w rit ing the following const raint equation

p1R-b1R =R 2 (5)

that is

(x -R 3 -R 1cosθ)
2
+(y -R 1sinθ)

2
=R

2
2

(6)
Then , there is

θ=2 tan
-1
(m) (7)

where

m =
-b +σ b

2
-4ac

2a
(8)

σ=1 or -1

a =(x -R 3)
2
+y

2
+R

2
1 -R

2
2 +2(x -R3)R 1

b =-4yR 1

c =(x -R 3)
2
+y

2
+R

2
1 -R

2
2 -2(x -R 3)R 1

For leg 2 , it is obvious that
s = x (9)

in which s is the input of leg 2.From Eqs.(8)and

(9), we can see that there are tw o solutions for the

inverse kinemat ics of the robot.Hence , fo r a given

robot and for prescribed values of the posit ion of the

end-ef fector , the required actuated inputs can be di-
rectly computed f rom Eqs.(7)and(9).To obtain

the conf iguration as shown in Fig.1 , parameter σin
Eq.(8)should be 1.This configuration is called the

“ +” working mode.When σ=-1 , the correspond-
ing configuration is referred to as the “ ─” working

mode.

2.2　Fo rw ard kinematics

The forward kinematic problem is to obtain the

output wi th respect to a set of given inputs.From
Eqs.(6)and (9), one obtains

y =e +σ f (11)
and

x = s (12)

where e=R 1sinθand f =R
2
2-(s-R 3 -R 1cosθ)

2
.

Therefore , there are also two fo rw ard kinematic solu-
tions for the robot.The parameter σ=-1 co rre-
sponds to the configuration show n in Fig .1 , which is
denoted as the down-configurat ion.When σ=1 , the
configuration is referred to as the up-configuration.
These tw o kinds of configurations correspond to tw o

kinds of assembly modes of the robot.

3　Singularity analysis

3.1　Jocabian matrix

Equations(6)and(9)can be dif ferent iated w ith

respect to time to obtain the velocity equations.This
leads to

﹒s = ﹒x (13)
R1[ ycosθ-(x -R 3)sinθ] ﹒θ

　 =(x -R 3 -R 1cosθ)﹒x +(y -R 1sinθ)﹒y

(14)
which can be w ri tten in an equation of the form

Aq
·=Bp

· (15)

where q·=(﹒s ﹒θ)
T
and p·=(﹒x ﹒y)

T
are the joint and

Cartesian space velocity vectors , respectively , and A

and B are , respectively , the 2×2 matrices and can

be expressed as

A =
1 0

0 R 1 ycosθ-R 1(x -R 3)sinθ

and

B =
1 0

x -R 3 -R 1cosθ y -R 1sinθ
(16)
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If matrix A is nonsingular , the Jacobian matrix of the robot can be obtained as

J=A
-1
B =

1 0

x -R 3 -R 1cosθ
R 1 ycosθ-R 1(x -R 3)sinθ

y -R 1sinθ
R1 ycosθ-R 1(x -R 3)sinθ

(17)

from which one can see that there is no any parameter

of L n(n =1 , 2 ,3)in this matrix.

3.2　Singularity

In the parallel robo t , singulari ties occur w henev-
er A , B or both , become singular.As a singularity
leads to an instantaneous change of the robo t' s DOF ,
the analy sis of parallel robots has drawn considerable

at tention.For the parallel robo t studied here , since
no parameter of leg 2 is involved in the Jacobian ma-
trix (see Eqs.(16)and(17)), the singulari ty of the
parallel robo t is actually that of leg 1.

The stationary singularity occurs when A be-
comes singular but B remains invertible. A =0

leads to R 1 ycosθ-R 1(x -R 3)sinθ=0 , i.e., tanθ
=y/(x -R 3).This corresponds to the configuration
w hen leg 1 A1B1P1 is completely ex tended o r folded.
This singularity is also referred to as the serial singu-
larity .For example , for the robo t wi th the parame-
ters R 1=1.2 mm and R2=0.8 mm , two configura-
tions of this kind of singularity are shown in Fig .2.
The loci of point P fo r this kind of singularity can be

expressed as

Cfi r
-
o:(x -R 3)

2
+y

2
=(R 1 +R 2)

2
(18)

Fig.2.　Two kinds of conf igurations of the stat ionary singulari ty:
(a) A 1B 1P 1 i s completely extended;(b) A 1B 1P 1 is completely

folded.

and

Cfir
-
i:(x -R3)

2
+y

2
=(R 1 -R 2)

2
(19)

For the above example , if R 3=0.5 mm the loci of

point P are show n in Fig.3.

Note that R 1 =0 leads to det(A)=0 as well.
Therefore , R1=0 also results in this kind of singularity.
　　

The uncertainty singularity , occurring only in

closed kinematics chains , arises w hen B becomes sin-
gular but A remains invertible. B =0 results in y

= R 1sinθ.This corresponds to the conf igurat ion

w hen link B1P1 is parallel to the x-axis.Tw o such

configurations are shown in Fig.4.In such a singu-
larity , the loci of point P can be w ritten as

Csec
-
r:(x -R 3 -R 2)

2
+y

2
=R

2
1 (20)

and

C sec
-
l:(x -R 3 +R 2)

2
+y

2
=R

2
1 (21)

Fig.3.　Singular loci of point P w hen the robot is in the singulari-
ty.(a)R 1≥R 2;(b)R 1<R2.C fi r

-
o and C fi r

-
i are stat ionary sin-

gular loci;C sec
-
r and C se c

-
l are uncertainty singular loci.

　　It is notew orthy that the singular loci of a robot

w hen R 1 is g reater than R2 are dif ferent f rom those

w hen R2 is g reater than R 1.The tw o cases are

show n in Fig.3 , from which we can see that the un-
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certainty singular loci are alw ays inside the region

bounded by the stationary singular loci , and there are

usually tangent points betw een the tw o kinds of loci.

Fig.4.　Tw o kinds of configurat ions of the uncertainty singulari-
ty.(a)point P 1 is on the right of point B 1;(b)point P 1 i s on the

lef t of point B1.

The analysis on the kinemat ics of the robot

shows that there are tw o solut ions for bo th the in-
verse and forward kinematics.Any one of the singu-
larities w ill result in the change of solution number of

the kinematics.For example , the stationary singular-
ity leads to the loss of solution number of the inverse

kinematics.In the uncertainty singular configuration ,
the solut ion number of the forward kinematics can be

less or more than two.Then the stationary singulari-
ty can be called the inverse kinematic singularity , and
the uncertainty singularity the forw ard kinemat ic sin-
gularity.

4　Workspace analysis

One of the most important issues in the design

process of a robot is it s w orkspace.For parallel

robo ts , this issue may be more crit ical since parallel

robo ts will sometimes have a rather limited

w orkspace.

4.1　Theoretical w orkspace

Theo retical wo rkspace of the studied robot is de-
f ined as the region that the output point can reach if θ
changes from 0 to 2π and s between -∞ and ∞
w ithout the consideration of interference betw een

links and singularity.

From Eq.(6), one can see that if θis specified ,
the w orkspace of leg 1 is a ci rcle centered at the point

(R 1cosθ+R 3 , R 1sinθ)w ith a radius of R 2.The cir-
cle is denoted as C11.If θi changes from 0 to 2π, the
center point is located at a circle centered at point

(R 3 ,0)w ith a radius of R 1.The circle is denoted as
C12.Then , the w orkspace of the leg is the envelop-

ing region of ci rcle C11 when its center rolls at circle

C12.Actually , the enveloping region is an annulus

bounded by tw o circles C fi r
-
o and C fir

-
i given in Eqs.

(18)and(19), respectively.Especially , when R 1=
R 2 the w orkspace is the region bounded by circle

C fi r
-
o.

Thinking about the architecture of the studied

parallel robot , we can see that the w orkspace of leg 1

is limi ted w ith respect to the parameters R 1 and R2 ,
while the w orkspace of leg 2 has the advantage along

x-axis , which means the w orkspace can be infinite if

the input s is not limited.Pract ically , this case can-
not occur.However , to enlarge the w orkspace of the

robot , we are sure to find a solut ion that the

w orkspace of leg 1 can be embodied by that of leg 2.
Actually , enlarging the w orkspace is our pursuing ob-
ject ive.In this sense , the w orkspace of the robot

should be the wo rkspace of leg 1 , which is then our

research objective.

For example , the theoretical wo rkspace of leg 1

of the robot w ith parameters R 1=1.2 mm , R2=0.8
mm and R3=0.5 mm is show n as the shaded region

in Fig.5.The theo retical wo rkspace and any o ther

type of workspace of the robot can be that w hich em-
bodies the co rresponding w orkspace of leg 1 by as-
signing appropriate values to the parameters L n(n =
1 , 2 ,3).Therefore , in this chapter , the w orkspace of
leg 1 is regarded as the workspace of the parallel

robot.

The theoretical w orkspace is actually bounded by

the stationary singularity loci C fir
-
i and C fir

-
o.It s

area can be calculated by

S tw =π[(R 1 +R 2)
2
-(R 1 -R 2)

2
] =4πR 1R 2

(22)
From Fig .3 , we can see that wi thin the theoretical

w orkspace there is stationary singularity.

4.2　Usable workspace

As there exist singular loci inside the theoretical

w orkspace, when a robo t w ants to move from one

point to another , it maybe passes a singular configu-
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ration.It means that i t should change f rom one

w orking mode to another.In practice , changing

w orking mode during the wo rking process is definite-
ly impossible.Therefore , we should f ind out a w ork-
ing space without singularity.

The usable w orkspace is defined as the maximum

continuous w orkspace that contains no singular loci

inside but bounded by singular loci outside.Accord-
ing to this def inition , not every point w ithin the us-
able w orkspace can be available for a practical robo t.
The robo t will be out of cont rol at the points on the

boundaries and their neighbo rhoods.But w ithin this

region , the robo t wi th a specif ied w orking mode can

move f reely.

Fig.5.　Theoretical w orkspace of the robot.

In Section 3.2 , tw o kinds of singular loci have

been presented fo r the robot as show n in Fig.6.The
stationary singularity is actually the boundary of a

theoretical w orkspace.Then , a robot w ith every

w orking mode can have such singular loci.However ,
as the uncertainty singularity occurs inside the

w orkspace , not every wo rking mode has all such sin-
gularities.Normally , fo r most parallel robots studied
here , there are four tangent points betw een the two

kinds of singular loci.The points can be used to iden-
tify w hich singular loci a specified w orking mode can

have.Fo r example , all singular loci of the robot R 1

=1.2 mm , R 2 =0.8 mm and R 3 =0.5 mm are

show n in Fig.3.Fig.6 show s some singular config-
urations and singular loci of the robot.As shown in

Fig.6 , there are four tangent points m , v , q and k

between the four singular loci C fir
-
i , C fir

-
o , Csec

-
l

and C sec
-
r.At these four points , both of the station-

ary and uncertainty singularities occur.The four
points divide the singular curves Csec

-
l and C sec

-
r into

four parts.At the arcs m1 q and v 3k , the robot is in
singular only w hen it is w ith the “ +” mode.At the
arcs m2q and v4k , the w orking mode “ -” is in sin-

gular.

Fig.6.　T he uncertainty singular loci of a robot w ith dif ferent
w orking modes.

What we are concerned about here is the robot

w ith the “ +” working mode.Fig.7 shows all singu-
lar loci of such kinds of robots.

Fig.7.　Singular loci and usable w orkspace of the robot w ith both
the“ +” w orking mode and dow n-conf igu ration.(a)R 1≥R 2;(b)

R 1<R2.

The theoretical w orkspace is divided into tw o

parts by the singular loci shown in Fig.7 , which can
be used to identify the usable w orkspaces of the robots

w ith the “ +” working mode and , at the same time ,
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the dow n-configuration.In order to reduce the occu-
pying space , the lower region shown in Fig.7 is re-
ferred to as the usable w orkspace of the parallel

robo t.They are shown as the shaded region in Fig.
7.Actually , the usable w orkspace is half of the theo-
retical wo rkspace.The area can be calculated by

S uw =
π
2
[ (R 1 +R 2)

2
-(R 1 -R 2)

2
] =2πR 1R2

(23)

4.3　Good-condition wo rkspace

As is well know n , the local conditioning index

(LCI)is defined as the reciprocal of condition number
of the Jacobian matrix .Let ' s first check how the

LCI is at every point in the wo rkspace of the similari-
ty robo t w ith parameters R 1 =1.2 mm , R 2 =0.8
mm and R 3 =0.5 mm.Its usable w orkspace is

show n in Fig.7(a).Fig.8 show s the dist ribution of

the LCI in the wo rkspace.

From Fig .8 one can see that , in the usable

w orkspace , there exist some points w here the LCI

w ill be zero o r very small.At these points the control
accuracy of the robo t w ill be very poor.These points

w ill not be used in practice and should be excluded in

the design process.The lef t workspace , which w ill

be used in practice , can be referred to as good-condi-
tion w orkspace (GCW)that is bounded by a specif ied

LCI value , i.e., 1/κ.Then , the set of points w here
the LCI is g reater than o r equal to (GE)a specif ied

LCI is defined as the GCW.For example , let ting the

LCI be specified as 0.36 , the GCW of the robot with

parameters R 1=1.2 mm , R 2 =0.8 mm and R 3 =
0.5 mm w ill be the region enclosed by the curve with

0.36 as show n in Fig.8.

Fig.8.　Dist ribution of the LCI in the usable workspace and the
good-condition w orkspace.

5　Conclusion and future work

In this paper , a novel 2-DOF translational robot

is proposed.One characteristic of the robot is that it

can posi tio n a rigid body in a 2D plane while main-
taining a constant orientation.The proposed robot

has po tential application in light indust ry .The in-
verse and forw ard kinematics problems , workspace ,
and singularity are presented here.

The future wo rk w ill focus on the kinematic de-
sign based on the w orkspace concept , the develop-
ment of the computer-aided design of the robot based

on the proposed design methodology , the develop-
ment of the robo t prototype , and the experience re-
search of the prototype.
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